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INTRODUCE YOURSELF 

 

Premise: You’ll have a much better chance of getting any story – especially a more 

complete story – if you know your news sources and they know you. Take time to 

familiarize yourself with the key individuals and organizations on your beats in your 

communities. Think beyond the governing bodies.  

 

A checklist: 

 Introduce yourself to your beat, continue the discussion. 

 Know who to talk to. Know the chain of command and the protocol. Likewise, introduce 

them to appropriate newspaper staff. 

 Some organizations will have information officers, which can present opportunities and 

challenges. Develop a working relationship before a crisis hits. 

 Make the point that community organizations should not forget – or shortchange – the 

local newspaper if they have news that warrants or generates statewide attention. Your 

argument is strongest if you have been regularly covering the organization. Discuss ways 

to satisfy needs of both the local newspaper and the agency’s desire to get statewide 

attention. 

 Tour the town on a regular basis. Names and places are at the heart of all stories. See the 

subjects of your stories firsthand. 

 Don’t forget informal networks. All communities have hot spots of conversation. One 

small-town publisher refers to the five Bs — bars, beauticians, barbers, butchers and 

bakeries. These contacts can be as important as those at the city hall, cop shop or 

courthouse. 

 Be accessible. Provide after-hours contact information. This is especially important when 

dealing with law enforcement. 

 

INITIATE COVERAGE EARLY 

 

Premise: Comprehensive coverage of an event or issue demands organization. Newsrooms 

are often guilty of being aware of an event for days, or even weeks, but leaving planning to 

the last minute. 

 

A checklist: 

 Create a master calendar of events and review regularly. 

 Reporters should always be on the lookout for key dates. Many of these events are 

announced or referenced at meetings. 

 Reserve time at every staff meeting to look ahead – reviewing, discussing coverage of 

events at least four weeks out. This gives opportunity to identify fresh approaches to 

events that occur in regular cycles. 

 Identify and record contact information for key individuals associated with each event. 

Connect early. 

 Brainstorm, early on, what coverage is appropriate (given the significance of the event) 

and is practical (given your resources). 

 Initiate discussion early so organizations can make their pitch and editors can explain 

what to expect for coverage. There will be fewer surprises for everyone involved. 
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DO YOUR HOMEWORK: REPORTING BUDGETS 

 

Premise: The better prepared reporters are, the stronger the coverage will be. Reporters 

must adequately research an issue to understand its significance and to write a meaningful 

report. Budget-setting by local governments presents an excellent example. 

 

A checklist: 

 Don’t be afraid to ask the question. If you don’t understand something – and don’t ask 

the question – the resulting story will be confusing to readers. 

 Create a calendar. Shaping budgets often is a months-long process; coverage should 

reflect the continuum. 

 Identify pieces of the budget puzzle. It’s misleading and wrong to simply treat the overall 

budget as a single figure assessed against – funded by – taxpayers. Be aware of the 

different pieces of the puzzle and how they are funded. 

 View budgets as living documents. All government budgets, just like family budgets, are 

a “best guess” on income and expenses at a given time. 

 Provide meaningful comparison. It’s most beneficial for everyone to provide as broad a 

picture as possible to generate thoughtful community discussion. 

 Give numbers proper context. The best interpretation of increases and decreases in 

revenues and expenses uses a combination of reporting changes in numbers and 

percentages. 

 Seek resources. Local officials ought to be your best sources of information. It’s to their 

benefit as well as the broader community to assist in explaining budgets. State 

associations of governmental bodies also might be helpful. 
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 DO YOUR HOMEWORK: REPORTING ON BUSINESS 

 

Premise: Stories about employers and employees have a big impact on communities. What 

happens at the workplace might even overshadow a decision of the city council. Yet, many 

newspapers struggle for consistent coverage of local business. Don’t forget: Regular and 

responsible business coverage can translate into increased advertising revenue. 

 

A checklist: 

 Take a tip from the sports playbook. A deliberate offense will minimize the times that 

publishers and editors will have to defend coverage. Newsrooms should craft guidelines 

in consultation with the advertising department and management. 

 Think beyond the chamber of commerce. Chambers of commerce can be a valuable 

source in tracking obvious stories such as new businesses, ownership changes, 

expansions and relocations. The opportunities to incorporate business news into everyday 

news are much broader. For example: Tailor state unemployment figures to your 

community. Report what companies are doing to combat rising health-care costs. 

 Know your subject. Many writers get a cold shoulder because a business can vividly 

recall when it’s been “burned” by uninformed reporters. At the same time, businesses 

must know the newspaper must present a balanced story by seeking other “voices.” 

 Explain the difference between news and advertising. Businesses must understand the 

separation between news and advertising. For example, the day a store opens is news; the 

grand opening weeks later is an ad. And, sorry, chamber of commerce visits might be 

excellent items for newsletters, but they are not news. 

  Create prototypes for standard items. Establish policies in conjunction with advertising 

departments for coverage of the standard fare of business news – for example, openings 

and anniversaries. 

 Develop a regular presence. Package business news; devote a section or a page. Solicit 

items through a variety of avenues – for example, include a note with advertisers’ 

invoices asking if they have news to share. 

 Develop relationships. When’s the last time you’ve had a cup of coffee with the local 

bank president just to talk with no agenda? Broadening business coverage is all about 

developing relationships. 

 Balance coverage of management/labor conflicts. Understand the dynamics of strikes, 

contract negotiations, layoffs. In most instances, labor unions will issue regular press 

releases containing disparaging remarks about employers. Management, often to its 

detriment, will say little or nothing. 

 Use the business community as background source. Business owners often pay more 

attention to issues than typical readers. They can be great sources for background 

information – provided they understand the rules and don’t expect anything in return. 
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PROMOTE CONTINUUM OF COVERAGE: 

SEEK OTHER AVENUES TO SUPPLEMENT COVERAGE 

 

Premise: Reporters and editors regularly connect when the news occurs, but fall short in 

any kind of ongoing connection. Identifying other ways to supplement news coverage has a 

twofold benefit: You’ll likely generate substantive content for the newspaper and your 

community, and you’ll strengthen your media relations with sources. 

 

A checklist: 

Editorial page: 

 Identify columnists. Make sure contributions are substantive and not strictly PR, 

especially if they are authored by elected or appointed officials. These individuals and 

agencies receive plenty of attention through regular news coverage.  

 Identify potential columns from readers not regularly represented. Be selective. 

 Supplement – but don’t substitute – news coverage. Items such as points/counterpoints of 

important community issues can be an excellent opportunity to complement and 

supplement coverage. 

 Don’t be afraid to reject a column if it does not meet your guidelines. 

 

Chronologies: 

 View chronologies in two respects – for readers and for internal use by staff. 

 Chronologies provide a quick reference for all readers, whether they are new to the 

issue or are deeply involved in it. 

 Chronologies provide a living history of key local events. 

 Chronologies are a valuable tool to ensure meaningful and comprehensive reports. 

Stories are often touched by several reporters, especially if it’s ongoing over several 

weeks or months. Internal logs enable any reporter to pick up a story midstream. 

 For internal use: In addition to key dates, keep updated contact information for the 

key players in a story. 

 

Second-day stories/continuum of coverage: 

 Spot news often prompts charges of sensational coverage. Seize the opportunity to 

provide coverage that looks beneath the surface of the circumstances. 

 Broaden the conversation with individuals beyond those associated with the original 

news event. 

 Explore the sidebar issues. 

 Take the pulse of the community buzz. What are people talking about? 

 Develop informal networks. Consider the five Bs – bars, beauticians, barbers, 

butchers and bakeries. 

 Use the opportunity to reveal and reinforce facts and squelch rumors. 

 Distinguish your coverage from that of “outside” media. 

 Localize state and national stories. 
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SUICIDES 

 

Premise: Deaths should be identified that are the result of other than natural causes. Reporting of 

suicides also requires greater sensitivity than deaths of other unnatural causes – for example, 

drowning or murder. Cause of death is a public record in most states. 

 

A checklist: 

 Identify suicide as the cause of death in a story separate from the formal obituary. 

 Report the suicide on a page separate from the obituaries. Most reports should be on 

            inside page. 

 Identify the cause of death– i.e. self-inflicted gun wound – to squelch rumors. 

 Avoid using the word “suicide” in the headline or text. 

 Report suicides promptly – as quickly as information is confirmed by authorities. 

  Report all suicides that occur in readership area. Do not restrict reports of suicides to 

             those that occur in “public” areas or suicides by individuals deemed “public” figures. 

 Keep reports brief, unless there are extenuating circumstances. In general, other  

            information about the individuals – personal background, survivors – should be placed in 

            the formal obituary. 

 

Consistency 

 

Getting information in timely fashion can be the biggest hindrance to reporting suicides. Authorities 

often are unwilling or uncomfortable in reporting the cause of death, even when it’s deemed a public 

record. That means some suicides might necessarily be reported after the fact – after funerals – further 

aggravating a family’s grief. Newspapers must be aggressive in confirming suicides. 

 

Communication 

 

The policy should be made clear with law enforcement agencies, so everyone has a clear understanding 

of the information being sought under state law. Funeral homes also should be alerted so they can alert 

families to the policy. 
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Depression took life of Cameron Goetz 
Family speaks out to help others understand illness 
Red Wing Republican Eagle 
 

Cameron “Cam” Goetz suffered from an illness that bears ultimate responsibility for his death. That illness 
is depression. 
 
Goetz, 19, who graduated in 2001 from Red Wing High School, hanged himself Sunday at home. Despite 
the almost overwhelming loss, his parents, Bob and Susan Goetz, have not retreated into grief. 
 
“Suffering without meaning is a tragedy,” one of the counselors told them, Bob Goetz said. He and his 
wife have chosen to speak about what happened to their son; to give meaning to suffering by helping 
others understand what Cam was going through. In doing so, they hope more people will realize how 
dangerous depression can be. 
 
“Cam couldn’t bring himself to talk about it to anyone but us. … He was embarrassed to let anyone know 
he was depressed,” Bob Goetz said. 
 
Brother’s death 
 
“We think it started with Brandon’s death,” she said. Brandon, his older brother, died in an auto accident 
in 1997. 
 
Cam began opening up to his mother a year ago last spring, Goetz said. “He felt he had failed,” she 
added. They arranged counseling last summer, and he went off to school in good spirits. He had a very 
successful year on the tennis team at the University of Wisconsin-Green Bay, and for the second 
semester his grades hit 3.9. 
 
The depression appeared to resurface when he came home for the summer. “I believe it was where all of 
his sadness occurred,” Susan Goetz said. Plus several things happened which piled on the stress. 
 
Cam injured his shoulder and wasn’t able to play tennis for several weeks; he’d wanted to spend the 
summer improving his skills. A favorite aunt was diagnosed with an aggressive, malignant brain tumor. 
And his cat had to be put to sleep. 
 
Worked with counselors 
 
They got him back into counseling and Cam was on medication for depression, his mother said. “We felt 
we were doing all the right things.” 
 
Counselors told them three things are needed, Bob Goetz said: Medicine, talking and love. 
 
Cam talked mostly with his mother, but seemed to prefer the counseling this summer. She suggested he 
talk about his depression with his friends, but his reply was, “Absolutely not.” 
 
White males in his age group – Cam died one day before his 20

th
 birthday – face a lot of pressures in 

making the transition to adulthood, she added. They’re supposed to be so strong and confident. 
 
But kids make mistakes, his father said, recalling that Cam felt a lot of shame when he was picked up for 
an alcohol violation as a senior and couldn’t play in a few basketball games. “We all need to love kids not 
only for their achievements, but in spite of their mistakes,” Goetz said. “They’re still good kids. … We 
need to hold them accountable, but forgive them and love them.” 
 
Cam and his counselor talked about suicide when he had a session just a week ago. “He said he would 
rather live as a hermit than to cause that pain for us again,” Susan Goetz said. “He loved us. But 
something in his illness changed so that he couldn’t …” 
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Something changed 
 
The fact that he had plans for a couple of “good news” outings also made Cam’s decision to end his life a 
surprise. He had told the counselor he was going to the Minnesota Vikings game last week, which he did, 
and that he and his father were going to Hazeltine National Golf Club for the PGA championship on 
Friday – which instead is the day of his funeral. 
 
“For him to say that Wednesday and take his life Saturday” doesn’t follow, his mother said. “There were 
no events. It was the illness; the chemical makeup changed.” 
 
The Goetzes understand that some people may be angry with Cam for taking an action that hurt his 
parents and others. Those people don’t know what Cam was going through. 
 
“People have got to understand that wasn’t Cam,” his father said. “It was an illness controlling his life.” 
When people are depressed, “their thinking is distorted.” He knows. Bob Goetz has suffered from low-
grade depression for 20 years, and also is taking medication. 
 
Community response 
 
“We want to talk about it,” he said, On Monday he received a phone call from a dean at the college Cam 
attended, expressing not only condolences but also understanding. The man, who also lost a son to 
suicide a few months ago, has been trying to convey a message about the importance of talking openly 
about depression. 
 
If society could look at depression like diabetes or some other common illness, maybe people would not 
feel a need to be macho and refuse to accept help, the couple explained. 
 
Two things mean a lot right now to the Goetz family, which also includes Stephanie, a senior at Red Wing 
High School this fall. “People’s love, and knowing that God is faithful,” Susan Goetz said. “We will be 
angry and we will be questioning, but God is the only source of strength.” 
 
Her husband agreed. “God is greater than what we can throw at him. … It is so real that God is there for 
us, bringing peace in the most tragic moments of your life. … 
 
“I think love is at the root,” he added. “Red Wing is so wonderful,” and it’s not just people from their 
church, friends and work associates. He has been a pharmacist with Corner Drug since 1981, and she 
has been teaching at Jefferson and Sunnyside schools since 1991. 
 
“The community of faith, the community of love is so awesome in Red Wing,” Goetz said. “We 
experienced it five years ago, and it hasn’t changed.” 
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Column: Goetz family shows immense courage 
Red Wing Republican Eagle 
 
By Jim Pumarlo 
Editor 
 
The death of Cameron Goetz resonated throughout Red Wing last week. The 19-year-old son of 
Bob and Susan Goetz, and brother of Stephanie, took his own life Aug. 11. The pain was 
exacerbated by the fact that five years earlier his brother, Brandon, was killed in a car accident. 
 
Yet, less than three days after the death, the Goetzes spoke with R-E staff writer Ruth Nerhaugen 
about their tragedy. The front-page story appeared the day of Cam’s visitation, and it generated 
widespread, positive response. 
 
Primary credit goes to the Goetzes who were willing to share their story, and to Bob Glasenapp 
and his staff at Goodhue County Mental Health Center who helped us hook up with the family. It’s 
instructive as well for readers to know the sensitivity with which we approached the story. 
 
Representatives of Goodhue County Mental Health Center made the original contact to discuss a 
way to share with readers – primarily friends of Cam Goetz -- signs of depression and suicide. It’s 
fairly routine for schools to bring in counselors to talk with students in the aftermath of a tragedy. 
But this occurred during the summer with no organized opportunity to meet with Cam’s peers. 
Counselors were available Monday afternoon for a brief period at First Covenant Church, but the 
need was evident for broader distribution of the message. 
 
The R-E’s policy on suicide is often much debated – the fact that we always report the cause of 
death. That is our policy for reporting all deaths by other than natural causes. 
 
It’s equally important, we believe, if we can be a partner in presenting information that may 
prevent copycat occurrences. We were sensitive to the fact that we could not write such an article 
without referring to Cam Goetz’s death, and we did not want to run the article without the family’s 
awareness – even blessing. 
 
A Goodhue County staff member, who also is a friend of the Goetzes, made the contact and the 
family agreed to the interview. 
 
The timing of the article played another role, too. We intentionally published it the day of the 
visitation with the thought that it would help friends visiting the family understand the illness that 
led to his death – depression. More than one person told us that they initially did not intend to go 
to the funeral home, but changed their minds after the article appeared. 
 
The article prompted others to urge the R-E to do more of this kind of story. And we have done 
articles on the tendency of people to go into depression around holidays such as Christmas. But it 
was the circumstances – the ability to link advice from the Mental Health Center to a specific 
incident – that made this story so powerful. 
 
“Suffering without meaning is a tragedy,” Bob and Susan Goetz said last week. We thank them 
for openly talking about the loss of their son and for helping people to better understand the 
circumstances. 
 
Too often the media gets portrayed as sticking a microphone in people’s faces and asking them 
to react at a time of tragedy. The Cam Goetz story shows it is possible and far more constructive 
for all involved to work as partners – rather than adversaries – in writing stories about human 
tragedy. 
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Column: Don’t cover up suicides 
Red Wing Republican Eagle 
 
By Jim Pumarlo 
Editor 
 
Suicide is an unnatural cause of death. It will be so noted whenever possible in the Republican Eagle. 
 
This policy is not taken lightly. In the long run, though, we believe it’s healthiest for the community and the 
affected families. 
 
Not all agree. A letter elsewhere on today’s page echoes sentiments expressed by others during the past 
few weeks. 
 
Much of what rankles readers falls under the realm of public data. The calls never cease: someone 
angered over the R-E’s insistence to print what’s classified by the Legislature as public data. 
Bankruptcies, divorces and marriages, DWIs – these items and a lot more are reported regularly. 
 
By law, causes of death are public information. Reporting suicides follows our standard policy of reporting 
any death by unnatural cause. A car accident, drowning, electrocution – they all are reported but usually 
in a story separate from the obituary. 
 
In the case of reporting suicides, though, the “public’s right to know” is a small factor in our decision. As 
hard as the circumstances may be, we believe acknowledging the suicide does more good than bad. 
 
Dispel rumors 
 
Consider: 

 Word of a suicide travels quickly, and who knows how many versions are being passed around. A 
news article puts rumors to rest, lessening the burden on the family for relaying all the details. 

 .We take special care when reporting suicides. The cause of death is omitted in the obituary. 
We’re sensitive to the fact that families often save these notices. 

 The actual cause of death is reported in a separate news story, almost always on a page other 
than where the obituary appears. We are careful not to use the word “suicide,” instead reporting death by 
self-inflicted wound. 

 We keep the reports brief – typically no more than a couple of paragraphs – and print the story as 
promptly as possible. 
 
Alerts others 
 
Routinely, the cause of death is omitted in obituaries, unless inclusion is requested by the family. 
 
Yes, death by unnatural cause is news. But we believe our policy is one of sensitivity. We’ve even had 
families compliment us on how we report suicides. 
 
Reporting suicides also raises the consciousness of the community. It may alert others to pay closer 
attention to depression and other suicidal signs among family and friends. Too often suicides are kept 
quiet out of deference to the family. It’s far better, we believe, to set the facts straight and let the family 
begin healing. 
 
Several valid reasons are given for requesting that suicides and other public data be withheld. From the 
perspective of the affected parties, they all are legitimate. 
 
But the R-E faces an “all or nothing” policy. Who’s to determine if one argument is more valid than 
another? Such a double standard – publishing some but not others – would be a disservice to readers. 
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SHARE GOOD NEWS AND BAD NEWS 

 

Premise: Reporters rarely have trouble getting information when pursuing “good news” 

stories. The tables are turned if the subject of the story may be put in a “bad” light. 

Newspapers must take extra steps to explain why news sources should be first with the bad 

as well as good news. 

 

A checklist: 

 You’re in the business of pursuing and printing the truth.  

 News cannot be treated in a vacuum. It affects people in your community. 

 Sharing good news, like bad news, can make a difference. 

 Sources have an opportunity to set the facts straight and quell rumors. 

 Be prompt with the reports. 

 Be sensitive to placement in the newspaper. It doesn’t always have to be front-page news. 

 Be accurate. If you’re pressing for “bad” news from a reluctant resource, it’s doubly 

important to get the facts right the first time. 
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RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

 

The press has a right to print sensitive stories. But it also has an accompanying responsibility. 

 Be prompt 

 Be sensitive to placement in the newspaper. 

 Be consistent/be fair. 

 Be accurate. 

 Be open to criticism. 

Is it news?   

The best policy for dealing with sensitive subjects is one of consistency and fairness. Ask 

yourself the following questions: 

 Is it true? 

 What is the impact of the event? 

 How would you treat the story if you were the subject? 

 How would you justify your decision to readers if questioned? 

 Is the report fair? 

 Is it a public or strictly private issue? 

 Will the story make a difference? 

 Will the truth quell rumors? 

 

Afterward, talk over the decision with staff. Find out their reaction and community response.  

 

Always have the same person communicate the newspaper’s policy. 

 

 

GAINING ACCESS TO INFORMATION 

If you’re denied access to information, don’t simply accept the rejection. Here are some 

guidelines for common situations. Some are grounded in law; others are simply ways of getting 

sensitive information that may not be readily accessible. 

 Know your rights under the Freedom of Information Act. 

 Make certain officials cite the law which allows them to withhold information. It’s not good 

enough that they are uncomfortable with releasing information. 

 Present your case based on the spirit of the law as well as the letter of the law. 

 If sources will release information based on keeping their names confidential, guarantee 

confidentiality and get at least one other source to confirm information. 

 Speak to the importance of quelling rumors by getting the facts straight from the source. 

 Use others in the industry as a resource. 
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START A CONVERSATION 

 

Premise: News organizations play a vital role in the everyday life of a community and its 

citizens by being the source of a variety of information. Be proactive in soliciting citizen 

comments and addressing questions about coverage. 

 

Convene a readers board. 

Invite and rotate a panel of citizens to regularly meet and evaluate the newspaper. Sessions can 

range from critiquing content to soliciting story ideas to identifying gaps in coverage. 

 

Solicit perspectives for in-depth series. 

Solid research is integral to any story, and that especially applies to stories and series that dig 

beneath the surface. Reporters should first talk with the stakeholders of a story, who can identify 

aspects they deem important to understanding a subject.  

 

Insert “public” voice in editorials. 

Large newspapers may have formal boards. At small newspapers, the publisher and/or editor 

may represent the editorial board. All newspapers can benefit from having one or two 

community representatives, rotating them on a regular basis similar to reader boards.  

 

Open newsroom discussions. 

Readers obviously forward ideas that are incorporated in everyday newsroom discussions. Why 

not take another step and open newsroom meetings so readers can witness firsthand the process 

for content and offer comments. Have a regular online “chat with editors.” Extending an 

invitation may be especially beneficial when planning special projects.  

 

Identify and follow key influencers. 

The digital world gives you the opportunity to bring the community to you at any time and any 

place. Find local bloggers, tweeters and other influencers on Facebook, Instagram and other 

social media avenues. Follow them and track what’s on their minds. 

 

Preview, promote content. 

Digital platforms provide an excellent venue to preview stories in the works. An editor’s blog 

gives readers a chance to submit ideas that might strengthen stories. It’s also a great tool for 

promoting circulation. 

 

Explain your decisions. 

There’s no better way to keep readers in the loop than through regular communication. A column 

by the editor and/or publisher should be standard on the editorial page – in addition to a timely 

blog. 

 

Enlist a citizens panel. 

Many newsrooms, no matter their size, are strapped for resources to present thorough coverage 

on a variety of issues. Select a citizens panel – representing a cross-section of your community’s 

demographics – and have them weigh in during the course of community discussion on 

important topics. 
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Establish editor/reporter blogs. 

Newsrooms are the clearinghouse of community information. It places editors and reporters in 

excellent position to offer their insights. Many writers provide their perspectives with columns. 

Take this a step further – and make observations more immediate – with blogs. 

 

Provide forum discussions. 

Allow readers to not only participate in online discussions, but to start them as well by 

introducing topics. Your goal is to provide as many opportunities as possible for readers to 

engage in communitywide dialogue. 

 

Convene brown bag lunches. 

Invite citizens to offer their perspectives on various aspects of coverage. Topics can range from a 

discussion of general content to specific content such as business news. 

 

Take your show on the road. 

Convene a town meeting to ask citizens how you can better serve their needs. This is especially 

useful when trying to establish coverage in outlying communities. 

 

Conduct a “call the editors” night. 

Promote an evening when managers will be “on call” to answer any and all questions. Make it a 

point to answer questions on the spot or, if that’s not possible, to provide immediate follow-up to 

inquiries. 
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How are we doing our job? Please let us know 
Red Wing Republican Eagle 
 
Jim Pumarlo 
Editor 

 
Are Republican Eagle stories accurate? 
 
Have you ever been pleased with a story but irritated by a headline?  

Have we correctly conveyed your ideas and statements?  

Our news staff translates hundreds of facts daily. Some we get firsthand; others we get secondhand. 
Some of them are included in comprehensive reports on an important community subject. Others are part 
of the daily churn of police reports, obituaries, weddings and engagements, and government meetings.  

Through all of them, one tenet governs our work: accuracy. If the facts are wrong, the newspaper loses its 
credibility.  

In the pursuit of fairness and accuracy, we are reinstituting a checkup sheet. Individuals who either are 
sources or subjects of news articles are the best judge of how we are doing our job. And we aim to ask 
them directly.  

The process is straightforward. Each day we'll select a couple of articles from the paper and send a copy 
to an individual who we either contacted or who might have been identified in each story. Then we'll ask a 
series of questions. For example:  

* Are facts in the story/photo accurate, including spelling of names and addresses?  

* Were the quotes attributed to you used in proper context?  

* In general, do you consider the Republican Eagle to be accurate?  

Other miscellaneous questions will be asked as well. What are the most interesting sections of the paper? 
How could we improve service? Do other topics or issues warrant coverage?  

Our goal is to solicit feedback from a range of readers - new and longtime residents, young and old, men 
and women - and from a geographic representation of our area.  

We implemented this practice several years ago and found it most useful. The concerns or ideas 
identified on the questionnaires will reinforce what readers think we are doing right and will challenge us 
to improve areas where we are not meeting expectations.  

We ask readers to be honest and straightforward in answers. Your feedback will direct us to a stronger 
product.  

Of course, you don't have to wait to be asked. Readers rarely have been hesitant to offer their opinions 
on how we're doing our job. A telephone call always is welcome. 
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Column: Look for regular updates from Supt. Kelly Smith 
Red Wing Republican Eagle 

 
By Jim Pumarlo 
Editor 

 
What’s the impact of this year’s legislative budget-balancing bill on Red Wing Schools? 
 
Is the Profile of Learning having the desired results? 
 
Is there any easy answer to financing of schools in light of declining enrollments? 
 
These are among the myriad issues facing public schools, and they all will provide fodder for a new 
column on this page. Red Wing Supt. Kelly Smith will write a monthly article that will make its debut next 
week. 
 
The need for better communication among the schools and their many constituencies has been 
underscored several times in recent years. It was identified once again in the district’s recently completed 
strategic planning and the Community Conversations projects sponsored last month by the Duff 
Endowment Fund. 
 
The recurring message prompted Smith to approach the R-E with the idea of a regular report by the 
superintendent. 
 
Ground rules 
 
The column is accompanied by ground rules: 
 

 The column will be an avenue to elaborate on issues facing the district. It will not be a stage to 
respond to comments expressed through editorials, letters to the editor or People’s Platform. Those 
replies will be via letters to the editor. 

 The column will be a voice for the superintendent. School Board members, if they wish to 
comment on subjects, have the standard avenues available to other readers. 

 The column will be subject to the same review and editing as all other articles offered for 
publication. That does not mean censorship. Smith has free reign to express his opinions, even if they are 
contrary to ideas advanced by this newspaper. 

 The column will not be a substitute for press releases from the district. For example, it’s fine if 
Smith wishes to expand on the district’s position on busing. But his first public statements on the issue 
appropriately belong in a news story. 

 The column will not be a tool to give schools “good PR.” If school personnel have an idea for a 
story, they always are welcome to contact our news department. The ideas for school articles – all articles 
for that matter – are judged on individual merits. 
 
Community discussion 
 
The bottom line, however, is that we believe the column will be a solid addition to this page and to 
discussion of issues vital to the community. The R-E places great emphasis on coverage of education, 
but we are limited in space and resources to publish everything that might be discussed at a meeting or 
submitted to us. And, in some cases, a subject might warrant additional explanation. 
 
Smith will have the opportunity to pursue those things and more in his column. Look for the first one 
Tuesday. 
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Editorial: Panel snubs spirit of law 
Red Wing Republican Eagle 

 
Common-sense interpretation of the state’s open meeting law says the Airport Board committee’s 
recommendation for a caretaker contract should be public.   
 
The vote should be revealed in the spirit of the law, too, as aptly underscored by Council member John 
Key at Monday’s City Council meeting. 
 
Three local vendors bid for the business. Longtime caretaker Seifert Skyways was challenged by Red 
Wing Aeroplane Co. and Blue Airways. The difference between the high bid of Seifert and the low bid of 
Blue was $20,000 annually – or $100,000 for the five-year contract, which also is eligible for a five-year 
renewal. 
 
The committee’s recommendation to go with the costliest bid begged the unmistakable questions: Why 
would four of the seven committee members recommend a contract where the city was guaranteed a net 
loss of $18,000 each year? Why reject a proposal that would give the city $2,000 a year in guaranteed 
revenue? Key was not alone in his surprise over the committee recommendation, especially considering 
that City Engineer Tom Drake said any of the vendors could fulfill the responsibilities. And Key stated the 
obvious: that it would be useful to know how the committee members lined up on the 4-3 vote to find out 
their rationale. 
 
How council members formed their votes was especially interesting in the case of Dean Hove. A year ago 
he campaigned for office on the theme that the city must change the way it spends money and shop 
around for the best prices. Yet he supported the highest bid at the committee vote. He did switch his vote 
at the council table, though. 
 
Council members, after rejecting the recommendation to keep Seifert Skyways, faced the task of hiring a 
new caretaker. Drake encouraged the council to make a decision Monday night. 
 
“All the parties deserve an answer,” he said. 
 
The same parties – especially the taxpayers – deserved to know up front which committee members 
supported which vendor and for what reason. 
 
The committee votes eventually were revealed, but no information was volunteered by city staff. The 
votes surfaced only after the issue was raised by this newspaper. 
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Dos and don'ts for public officials 
Red Wing Republican Eagle 
 
By Jim Pumarlo 
Editor 

 
In Minnesota, elected and appointed officials live in a fishbowl. Translated, nearly all of their actions are 
subject to public scrutiny. 
 
To paraphrase the advice of Scott T. Anderson and Jay. T. Squires: If something doesn't feel right - if 
there's hesitancy that a discussion among elected officials at an informal gathering instead should be 
done around the table in formal session - don't do it. Otherwise, it might be a violation of the state's Open 
Meeting Law.  

It's no surprise that the R-E endorses the counsel. More surprising, however, is the fact that Anderson 
and Squires often find themselves as adversaries to the press, arguing why it's appropriate for public 
bodies to conduct certain business behind closed doors.  

Anderson and Squires are with Ratwik, Roszak & Maloney in Minneapolis, the law firm recently named to 
represent the city of Red Wing. Last week, Anderson and Squires conducted an orientation for members 
of boards and commissions. The topics were public meeting procedures, liability exposure for elected and 
appointed officers, the Open Meeting Law, and ethics in government and the Minnesota gift law.  

Discussion on the Open Meeting Law caught our attention in particular, and so we attended the 
orientation. We found ourselves nodding in agreement for the lion's share of the counsel.  

Certain aspects of the law prompt the most questions, and this session was no different. Some points 
made by the legal counsel are worth repeating:  

* All meetings are presumed open unless exceptions are provided in the law.  

* The law applies to all meetings of the governing body and, in general, meetings of its commissions, 
boards, committees and subcommittees.  

* A meeting, for purposes of the law, is defined as a "gathering of a quorum or more members of the 
governing body ... at which members discuss, decide or receive information as a group on issues relating 
to the official business of that governing body."  

* "Chance social gatherings," even though a quorum of the public body is present, are not covered by the 
law. But the social gathering cannot be used for the purposes of conducting official business unless 
notice requirements of the law are satisfied.  

Not all distinctions are as clear cut when discussing the Open Meeting Law. An area that we remain 
vigilant with all public bodies is the citing of "attorney-client privilege" and "threatened litigation" to go into 
closed session.  

The different exceptions were written into law for very specific purposes, but some public bodies have 
taken more and more latitude in citing these as reasons for cause to close a meeting.  

mailto:pumarlo@republican-eagle.com
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A Supreme Court decision is expected soon on the attorney-client exception involving a closed meeting 
by the Prior Lake City Council which was contested by the Prior Lake American newspaper. The ruling 
promises to give further definition to the privilege.  

Too often public bodies attempt to close meetings to be "safe" or because they "think" it's the right thing 
to do. That doesn't pass legal muster.  

We're not so naive to believe that we'll align every time with Anderson and Squires when it comes to 
interpretation of the Open Meeting Law and the Data Practices Act. But it's helpful when both sides argue 
their cases from a common understanding of the law. 
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Private business rarely public business 
Red Wing Republican Eagle 
 
By Jim Pumarlo 
Editor 
 
Brian Brady of Hayward, Calif., is an unabashed admirer of Red Wing. Don’t take our word; just read the 
letter to the editor elsewhere on this page. 
 
It’s one of the rare times readers will see such a letter published in this newspaper. 
 
It was difficult to reject the letter. Brady’s comments were genuine and extremely complimentary. 
 
So why would we even consider withholding it? Commentary on private business – regardless of whether 
it’s complimentary or critical – is typically not appropriate for public debate. The R-E’s policy is consistent 
with that of most newspapers. 
 
Most people would argue: What’s wrong with such letters? Shouldn’t the newspaper be a community 
booster? 
 
We couldn’t agree more, but it isn’t quite that simple. If we publish favorable comments, fairness dictates 
that we print unfavorable comments, too. 
 
We get our share of those. Hardly a week passes that somebody doesn’t sound off with dissatisfaction 
regarding a local business. The source of the complaint might be a cold meal at a restaurant. Or an 
unfriendly clerk. Or disagreement with a store’s return policy. Or a union’s dispute with management. 
 
We don’t dismiss the complaints; we expect the concerns are genuine. But in most cases we suspect 
there are two sides to the story. We’re afraid that once we let readers enter the fray, we’d be opening this 
page to a quagmire. 
 
There are exceptions. We permit comments about private companies when it concerns a public issue. For 
example, a comment was published Tuesday in opposition to the Super Valu expansion as it relates to 
closing a street. And the proposed Red Wing Mall expansion is in the news as developers seek rezoning 
of land and tax-increment financing. 
 
Even then, we are careful that readers don’t stray from “public” issues. 
 
Some times an issue with private business warrants public attention. We’ve printed two letters within the 
past couple of weeks regarding customer service. But readers will note that we were careful to keep the 
letters generic; no businesses were identified. 
 
Indeed, it’s tough to reject letters such as Brian Brady’s. But it’s necessary in nearly every case if we are 
to keep a level playing field.  
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Column: R-E, police cooperate on kidnap story 
Red Wing Republican Eagle 

 
By Jim Pumarlo 
Editor 

 
The Republican Eagle places priority on being first with local news – especially big news. That was the 
case once again with our front-page report Wednesday on the kidnapping and successful rescue of a 21-
year-old woman. 
 
But one thing was significantly different in tracking this story. The report was the first time readers were 
informed of the kidnapping, which took place Nov. 11, more than a week earlier, in the parking lot in 
downtown Red Wing. 
 
We knew about the story earlier, including the involvement of the FBI. But we were asked not to pursue 
anything in deference to the safety of Janette Klein, 21. Family and authorities feared for her life if her 
alleged kidnapper got word that authorities were on her trail. The request was compelling, and we waited 
for a signal from Public Safety Director Rick Rabenort.  
 
Rabenort initially called Monday to briefly describe the circumstances and asked us to hold the story. He 
updated us Tuesday morning. By that evening Klein was safe in custody, and authorities told their story 
Wednesday morning. 
 
This newspaper prides itself on the pursuit of what is rightfully public information. And we’ve been 
recognized for those efforts by our peers. For three consecutive years we’ve won the Freedom of 
Information award from the Minnesota Associated Press Association. 
 
In 1994, we chose to publish the names of two juveniles charged and eventually convicted in the murder 
of a rural Ellsworth couple – even though it meant we would be banned from the actual juvenile court 
proceedings. 
 
In 1995, we tracked down and disclosed that former Goodhue County Attorney Gary Fridell was stripped 
of a judgeship due to a sexual relationship with his former office manager. The report was based on an 
anonymous source. A federal judge upheld our right to keep the identity secret. 
 
In 1996, we published the name of a Red Wing athlete suspended for two games due to a violation of 
Minnesota State High School League rules. The coach and team “boycotted” us by not speaking to our 
reporter for one game until we publicly explained our position. 
 
Our insistence on full disclosure of the sports suspensions also was noted last month when the R-E was 
awarded second place for editorial excellence by the Inland Press Association among newspapers under 
10,000 circulation. 
 
And in recent years, the newspaper has received special citations from both the Minnesota Newspaper 
Association and the Society of Professional Journalists for overall efforts to preserve the freedom of 
information. 
 
So, more often than not, when someone tries to withhold public information, we redouble our efforts to get 
it. 
 
But rights are accompanied by responsibilities. In the case of the kidnapped woman, we had an obligation 
to ensure that our zeal to report the news would not cause her injury. Through cooperation with Red Wing 
police, the woman was returned to safety and we still were first with the report. 
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This time, privacy outweighs right to know 
Red Wing Republican Eagle 
 
Jim Pumarlo 
Editor 
 
Our front page Monday carried a report of a 7-week-old boy who was revived after suffering cardiac 
arrest. The “heroes” included foster parents John and Sarah Robinson of Red Wing along with Lt. Randy 
Smith who was first to arrive at the housel. Scott Jackson, Randy Olson and Doug Rogers also were 
among those who responded. 
 
One name was purposely absent from the article – the name of the child, who was under foster care. We 
also didn’t publish the child’s name in the ambulance runs printed on the FYI page. 
 
In this case, we decided the potential hurt to the natural parent outweighed the public’s right to know the 
identity of the infant. We made the decision after speaking with personnel at Goodhue County Social 
Services. 
 
The Republican Eagle has a strong tradition of aggressive reporting. In most cases, if information is a 
public record, it is published. 
 
But the right to publish public records carries an accompanying responsibility. On rare occasions, we’ll 
withhold information. This was one of those cases. 
 
Our reticence stemmed from the fear that one or more of the child’s parents might be living in the area. 
Identifying the child, who was born with medical problems, would raise the obvious question among 
acquaintances of the family: Why was the boy not in his parents’ home? 
 
Welfare Director Sam Jacobson confirmed our suspicion. In nearly all cases foster children are placed 
with families in the home county. That was true here as well; one of the youth’s natural parents lives in 
Goodhue County. 
 
In the final analysis, we asked ourselves whether we still had a compelling story without identifying the 
child. 
 
As Jacobson said, “It was a great story. They (the crew) did a terrific job.” 
 
We continue to be vigilant   regarding public information and the needs of readers. As always, though, we 
base decisions on the merits of each case.  
 


